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Ⅰ. Verification of the effects of infection risk reduction
measures
Impact of the number of people dining together
Simulation of droplets (karaoke, train, etc.)
Effectiveness of mask-wearing
Visualization of aerosols
Virus inactivation by ultraviolet rays
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Impact of the number of people dining together
(Professor Kurahashi, University of Tsukuba)
 The risk is lower when going out or dining with people who meet regularly, or when going out
or dining with a small group of people.
Number of infected (month) / 1,000 people

Number of infections per 1,000 people

29%

43%

51%

Model (Multi-agent model simulation)
•

Assume a town of 1,348 people in the suburbs of the Tokyo metropolitan
area

•

220 young people, 768 adults, 360 elderly

•

Household composition: single person, married couple, married couple with
children, mother/child, father/child

•

One day, an outbreak occurs in this town. Residents go out and dine two
days a week with “m” people randomly selected from their “n” friends.

Results (reduction in risk of infection)
① Going out and dining with 4 people selected from 20 friends (base case)
② Going out and dining with 2 people selected from 20 friends: 29%
reduction

①

②

③

④

③ Going out and dining with the usual 4 people with diagonal seats and
partitions: 43% reduction
④ Going out and dining with the usual 2 people with diagonal seats and
partitions: 51% reduction
* However, all other events are assumed to be cancelled and contact at work and
school is limited to 1/5 of normal.
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Simulation of droplets (karaoke)
(Professor Tsubokura, RIKEN/Kobe University)
 Singing under an exhaust vent is less risky.

COVID-19 droplet and aerosol dispersion model
simulation using Fugaku won the 2021 Gordon
Bell Prize for COVID-19 Research Special Prize.

Average indoor probability of infection (%)
Sitting and singing

8.94%

Singing under the exhaust vent
※seat 9 is open

3.99%

*1 Assume that one infected person stays in the room.
*2 Assume that the stay is one hour and the infected
person sings for 7 minutes at first.

Cooperation: Kajima Corporation, Daikin Industries, Toyohashi University of Technology, Mitsubishi Research Institute
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Simulation of droplets (train)
(Professor Tsubokura, RIKEN/Kobe University)


When crowded, air conditioning alone may not be adequate for ventilation.



By opening and closing the door once, about 30~35% of the air can be replaced.



If the occupancy rate is high or the doors do not open for a long period of time, the windows should be opened.
Consideration of improving ventilation efficiency by opening
windows
• Calculating the ventilation volume when the vehicle is running at 80
km/h with 229 passengers, assuming congestion.

2500

The ventilation
volume is
proportional to the
width of the
window opening

2000

1,764

[m3/h]

Actual ventilation volume

3000

1500
1000

2,644

• Calculating the amount of air displacement inside the vehicle when the
doors are open for about 30 seconds when the vehicle is stopped.
① Before doors open

2,113

1,321

Outside air inflow
Inner air discharge

Ventilation by air
conditioner

なし

②Right after doors open

2,394

③Right after open doors are closed.

500
0

Effect of ventilation by opening and closing the door when
the vehicle is stopped

5cm

10cm

15cm

20cm

Window opening width
While the air conditioner replaces the air inside the vehicle in 6 minutes
without opening the windows, the amount of outside air (required per
person) is insufficient for 229 passengers when crowded.

④20 seconds after doors are closed

Air inside the vehicle
near the door is replaced
with fresh outside air.

Cooperation: Kajima Corporation, Toyohashi University of Technology, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
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Effectiveness of mask-wearing in preventing infection
(Professor Wada, RIKEN)
 Aerosol transmission was measured while wearing a mask. By wearing nonwoven fabric
masks, it is possible to prevent being infected and infecting others.
(Note) It has been confirmed that the infectivity of SARS-CoV-2 in aerosols of 2.5μ to 5μ does not decrease even
after 20 minutes, therefore, it is necessary to prevent inhaling aerosols and adsorbing the virus through mucous
membranes to prevent infection.

Comparison of aerosol retention of masks by material
100000

Logarithmic
representation

10000
1000
100
10
1
マスクなし
No mask

ポリウレタン
Polyurethane
0.3μm

ピスコース・レーヨン
布マスク
Viscose, Rayon
Cloth
Mask
0.5μm

1.0μm

2.5μm

Nonwoven fabric
不織布マスク
mask

5.0μm

KF94
KF94

N95 N95

30μm
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Visualization of aerosols without a mask
(Professor Wada, RIKEN)


Visualized micro-sized droplets during speech. When the air conditioner is not activated and no mask is
worn, aerosols spread in front of the room and hover in a cloud-like mass. In situations where masks are
not worn, it is necessary to use air conditioning.

No air conditioning, no mask
(conference room)

If you're not wearing a mask, your exhaled air will form a cloudlike mass and float towards the person in front of you.

Air-conditioned, no mask
(hotel lounge)

Even if you are not wearing a mask, air
conditioning prevents aerosols from spreading
to the seat next to you.

*Since the specific indoor environment varies depending on the location of the air conditioning, it is desirable to measure each room.
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Installation of laser curtains in living spaces
(Professor Wada, RIKEN)
• Various wavelengths, such as ultraviolet light, have been
tested for virus inactivation, and devices using these
wavelengths are now commercially available.
• The photo shows the use of ultraviolet rays with a
wavelength of 254 nm. The triangular area from the
radiation source to the point where the beam hits acts like
a curtain.
• The SARS-CoV2 is largely inactivated while passing through
this curtain. With the installation of two of these devices, a
transparent partition can be created between people facing
each other, preventing them from being infected by the
virus via aerosol.
• This kind of installation is expected to lead to the
prevention of infection in various living spaces.
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II. Simulation of the number of new positive cases, etc.
Summary of simulation models by various research groups
Simulations and analyses of the decrease in infections this summer
Impact of increasing vaccination rates
Impact of booster vaccinations and using proof of vaccination
Required amount of antibody cocktail
Differences in the timing of circuit breakers
Prediction of future infections
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Models by scholars who contributed to the simulation
 Overview of each research group's model
and main assumptions of the current analysis

Micro
Macro
Hybrid

Research group

Base model

Features

Soka University
Professor Unemi

Multi-agent based
SEIR model
(SimEpidemic
model)



Micro





Tokyo University
Professor Osawa

Hybrid

SEIRS circuit grid
model and
MultiLayerMultiSEIRAgent
model





There are differences in each model depending on
how the behavioral model and interrelationships of
population groups are viewed on an individual basis
(micro), a group basis (macro), or a combination
of the two (hybrid).
In this section, the broad types are presented as
explanatory notes.
Main assumptions

Individuals are randomly placed on a two-dimensional
plane.
Reproduce behaviors at school, work, gatherings, etc.
by moving with force vectors from the surroundings.
Movement restrictions are expressed by placement
and distance parameters.
When an infected person is in close proximity to an
infected person, there is a probability of infection and
a certain probability of serious illness.



The SEIR circuit grid model is an extension of the
SEIR model that can take into account the influx of
people within and between regions.
In addition to the SEIR state, a state that takes
vaccination into account can be set to account for the
decay of vaccine effects.
In addition, the MultiLayer-MultiSEIRAgent model
introduces micro-behavioral models for different life
contexts such as work, school, and neighborhood.














Lifting State of Emergency: November or
February
Final vaccination rate: 70, 75, 80, 85%
Preventive effect of vaccination: Reduces
linearly from day 114 to day 214
Vaccine passport : Not considered
Third vaccination：Not considered

Lifting State of Emergency: late September,
mid October
Vaccine effectiveness: top cases
Vaccination rate: predetermined
Vaccine effect decay: 64% reduction in 100
days or 200 days
Vaccine passport: Yes or no
Third vaccination: Considered
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Models by scholars who contributed to the simulation
 Overview of each research group's model and main assumptions of the current analysis
Research group

Base model

Features

University of
Tsukuba
Professor
Kurahashi

Vaccine effectiveness
SEIR model by age
and
Multi-agent based
model for estimating
the rate of change of
infection in urban
areas near Tokyo



Multi-agent model,
considering a
behavioral model
based on the analysis
of the occurrence of
behavioral change
keywords in news
reports and SNS



Micro

Keio University
Professor Kurihara

Hybrid









Main assumptions

This model sets SEIR state by age, taking into account
population flow (especially the population that stays in
downtown Tokyo at 7:00 p.m. and the population that
comes in from outside Tokyo) based on Docomo
spatial statistics data.
Infection trends within and by age can be estimated.
The number of effective reproduction and the number
of population flow are based on actual measurements.



Introduce a power-law behavioral style and a
behavioral model based on small-world networks
Analyze behavioral changes based on anxiety and
sense of crisis estimated from the occurrence rate of
keywords, and behavioral changes based on
socioeconomic demands
Conduct sentiment analysis on SNS
Consider the situation of actual behavior with mobile
spatial statistical data














Lifting State of Emergency: October 1,
October 15
Vaccine effectiveness: high, medium, low
Vaccination rate: 72%, 80% ,85% (with
consideration to age)
Vaccine effect decay: 0%, 30%, 10% booster
shot reduction over 180 or 240 days
Vaccine passport: Yes or no
Third vaccination: Considered
Lifting State of Emergency: End of September
Final vaccination rate: 70, 80, 90%
Preventive effect of vaccination: reduces by
half in six months
Vaccine passport: Considered
Third vaccination: Considered
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Models by scholars who contributed to the simulation
 Overview of each research group's model and main assumptions of the current analysis
Research group

Base model

Features

Keio University
Professor
Kurihara

Multi-agent model,
considering a behavioral
model based on the
analysis of the occurrence
of behavioral change
keywords in news reports
and SNS



Multi-agent base model



Micro

The Tokyo
Foundation for
Policy Research
Ms. Chiba









Micro



Main assumptions

Introduce a power-law behavioral style and a
behavioral model based on small-world networks
Analyze behavioral changes based on anxiety and
sense of crisis estimated from the occurrence rate
of keywords, and behavioral changes based on
socioeconomic demands
Conducted sentiment analysis on SNS
Consider the situation of actual behavior with
mobile spatial statistical data





The following factors are set and considered for
the probabilities of infection, serious illness, death
Personal attributes: age in 10-year increments,
gender, industry, occupation, frequency of eating
out
Interpersonal contact situations: home, school,
workplace, elderly care facilities, etc.
Transition probabilities of infection states are set
based on data published by the Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare.












Lifting State of Emergency: End of September
Final vaccination rate: 70, 80, 90%
Preventive effect of vaccination: reduces by half
in six months
Vaccine passport: Considered
Third vaccination: Considered

Lifting State of Emergency: End of September
(If, after lifting, the turnout is 20, 30, or 50%
less than before the COVID-19)
Final vaccination rate: Use the results
announced by the Prime Minister's Office
Preventive effect of vaccination: Susceptibility
85%, severe disease rate 50%, susceptibility
decreased to 60% 6 months after the second
vaccination
Vaccine passport: Not considered
Third vaccination: Considered (Assuming no
effect reduction)
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Models by scholars who contributed to the simulation
 Overview of each research group's model and main assumptions of the current analysis
Research Group

Base model

Features

University of
Tokyo
Associate
Professor Okita

SIRD Model





Main assumptions

New variable applied to SIRD：Adopted SIRD model with
number of death
Analysis focuses on estimating economic losses
Consideration of the fatality rate based on the number of
hospital beds and its usage rate

Macro

Nagoya Institute
of Technology
Professor Hirata

Machine
Learning
Model








Machine learning model
+ vaccine effectiveness
correction（Data imput：
weather, flow of people,
weekdays and weekends,
with/out State of
Emergency, imfection
number, situation of new
variant actual value
of 2020/8/12021/8/29）
※Machine learning data
is derived from Tokyo,
Osaka, Aichi Prefecture





Forecast up to two months ahead based on
weather condition and actual data of human flow
Vaccine effectiveness correction applied on the machine
learning forecast
Learning is conducted based on actual data from Tel Aviv,
London, New York and Brussels

Prediction model





Correction on
vaccine effect

Effect of new variant

Vaccination
rate




Lifting State of Emergency：end of
September, mid-October
Final vaccination rate: 75, 80, 85% as
of end of November
Vaccination preventive effect：1st
dose 55, 65, 70%、2nd dose 65, 75,
95%
Vaccine passport : Not considered
Third vaccination：Not considered
Basic Regenerative Arithmetic：3, 4, 5,
6
Lifting State of Emergency：midSeptember, End of September, midOctober
Final vaccination rate: Information
based on Cabinet Secretariat
materials
Vaccination preventive
effect : Vaccination effectiveness is
corrected with data from foreign cities
on upper, middle, lower case
Vaccine passport : Considered
Third vaccination : Considered
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Simulations of the decrease in infections this summer
(Professor Kurihara, Keio University)
 Changes in the number of new positive cases since August 2021 are generally consistent with
the results of the simulation (as of early August), which assumes the same effect as the first
State of Emergency declaration (April-May last year).
Prediction and actual number of positive cases as of August 3, 2021
Same effectiveness nationwide expected as the 1st SoE
Same effectiveness nationwide expected as the 2nd SoE

Nationwide new
infection number

4th SoE in 6 prefectures (Current)
Situation where SoE is no longer effective
Actual number of infection
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Cause1: Substantial decrease in effective human flow
(decrease in human flow in downtown area + vaccination)
Decrease in human flow in downtown
area
No significant change in the stations during the daytime

Mobile spatial statistics (Number of people in the area over time)
Kabukicho,
Tokyo

Population in
the area

7days
average

SoE

Prevention measures

＋

Acceleration of vaccination
significantly reduced the human flow
(effective human flow) with infection
risk

Effective
human
flow

Currently in a state of high IgG levels and high protection for infection

Domestic Vaccination Situation
（Cumulative Day Sub-Lapse）
Ikebukuro,
Tokyo

Population in
the area

7days
average

SoE

Prevention measures

Effective
human
flow

Created from Mobile Spatial Statistics®. Data provided by NTT DOCOMO, Inc. and DOCOMO Insight Marketing, Inc.
*Mobile Spatial Statistics® is a registered trademark of NTT DOCOMO, INC.
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【Reference】 Relationship between human flow and effective
reproduction number (Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)

 In Tokyo, there has been a correlation between human flow and the effective
reproduction number during the summer (5th wave).
Effective reproduction number relative to the
rate of change in human flow（1）
Delta variant

Tokyo Number of new positive case

Existing variant

Effective reproduction
number

Tokyo 4-days off in July
5th wave

Alpha variant

Effectiveness of rate of change in human flow (6-13 days average
before concerned day) at transit station as Surrogate
When distinguishing as follows, effective reproduction rate and
rate of change in human flow in main station corelates.

Obon
3rd wave
4th wave

Rate of change in human flow at station [%]

Third wave (Existing variant)
Fourth wave (Alpha variant)
Fifth wave (Delta variant)
*Effective reproduction rate based on Toyo Keizai Online
*5th wave is approx. curve excluding the effect of holiday
*approx. Curve is based on infection expanding term
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【Reference】 Relationship between human flow and effective
reproduction number (Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)

 In Osaka, there has been a correlation between human flow and the number of
effective reproductions during the summer (5th wave).
Effective reproduction number relative to the
rate of change in human flow（2）

Delta variant

Osaka Number of new positive case
Alpha variant
Existing variant

Effective reproduction
number

Osaka 4-days off in July

5th wave

Obon
3rd wave
4th wave

Rate of change in human flow at station [%]

If human flow decreases, effective reproduction number decreases.
Effective reproduction rate significantly changed due to 4 days holiday
in July and Obon holiday.
When distinguishing as follows, effective reproduction rate and rate of
change in human flow in main station strongly corelates (Acted as
surrogate in Osaka).
Third wave (Existing variant)
Fourth wave (Alpha variant)
Fifth wave (Delta variant)
*Effective reproduction rate based on Toyo Keizai Online
*approx. Curve is based on infection expanding term
*5th wave is approx. curve excluding the effect of holiday
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Case2: Changes in the quality of human flow (Avoidance of risky behavior is
established) (Professor Toyota, University of Tokyo)
 Tweets about karaoke and other topics have been reduced to the level of the first State of
Emergency declaration (Twitter analysis).
Number of tweet related to risk behavior and change in positive case (Nationwide) (7 days moving average)
Karaoke

Gym

Yearend
party

New
year
party

Cherry
blossom
viewing

BBQ

Number of Tweets

As of 2021/9/13

Number of positive cases

Drinking

Karaoke
Drinking
*Data missing between 2021/9/7-9/8

Source: Twitter data provided by NTT Data
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Simulation of infection reduction this summer
(Professor Kurahashi, University of Tsukuba)
• As a result of testing the prediction of the number of new positive cases by the SEIR model using the observed
data until August 1 and the estimated rate of change in infections after August 2, a hypothesis arose suggesting
that risk aversion which could not be predicted from human flow alone had occurred.

observed
value

Number of positive case

➡ Hypothesis：The fact that unvaccinated people significantly avoided downtown at night or reduced risk
behaviors may be the reason for the sharp decrease from August to September.
 There is a possible need to look at the characteristics of people's behavior and their behavioral patterns as well.

Increased up to
8,000 people at the
peak, which was
overestimated

Residual population and inflow risk
since Aug. 2 (estimated)
Observed resident population*1.0

Accuracy improves
when inflow risk is
observed, but
inflow risk is
difficult to
estimate

Forecast by estimating Rt from the
residual population after Aug. 2
Inflow risk is based on observed data

Misalignment of
risk assessment
of resident
population may
be the cause of
overestimation

Residual population after Aug. 2,
Inflow risk (estimated)
Observed residual population*0.9

（*）The estimated variables used in the SEIR model are: population/day flowing in from outside Tokyo, risk of influx* (population flowing in with potential
infection) *Assumed value or observed value
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate (projected as of May)

(Prof. Miyoshi and Prof. Yamazaki Mitsubishi Research Institute／Shibaura Institute of Technology/ Prof.
Yamamoto The University of Electro-Communications)
 Depending on the pace of vaccination, the number of new positive cases is expected to increase, and there may be a
shortage of hospital beds.
The scenario assumes 3 days to get test results, and an average of 1% false positives and
Tokyo
(People)

20% false negatives. Vaccine-induced changes in infection status are not taken into account.
Example shows the number of vaccinations per day in Tokyo.

Scenario assuming infection rates are at late-December 2020 levels.

Number of new positive cases (Tokyo)

(People)

- 20 thousand/day
- 30 thousand/day
- 50 thousand/day
- 100 thousand/day

- 20 thousand/day
- 30 thousand/day
- 50 thousand/day
- 100 thousand/day

(People)

Number of patients with moderate to severe
illness who needs to be hospitalized (Tokyo)

- 20 thousand/day
- 30 thousand/day
- 50 thousand/day
- 100 thousand/day

Cumulative number of deaths (Tokyo)

(People)

Waiting time occurs
due to full occupancy

Number of patients with severe illness who
needs to be hospitalized (Tokyo)

- 20 thousand/day
- 30 thousand/day
- 50 thousand/day
- 100 thousand/day

When waiting time occurs
due to full occupancy, it
leads to death

Number of bed

Number of bed
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
 Prediction using AI
Prediction from data up to August 9th（Published on August 15th）
Osaka

Tokyo

Osaka

Tokyo

Prediction of number of new
positive cases
Learning period：2020/2/15～8/9
（Assumed period：8/10～9/14）

Prediction of number of serious cases
Learning period : 2020/2/15~8/9
(Assumed period : 8/10~9/14)
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
 The beginning of the decline was two weeks to a month earlier than predicted. There is no significant difference in the
predicted rate of decrease. There is a possibility that the machine had learned the past periodicity.
Prediction of new positive cases (1-week average) assuming same climate conditions and human
flow as the previous year. Considering impact of vaccinations in a different network.

Number of new positives (ppl)

7,000
Predicted value (average)

Number of new infection cases, Tokyo

6,000

Predicted value (upper limit)

Predicted peak value

Predicted value (lower limit)

5,000
Actual number of new positive cases
(7-day average)

4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

6/1

6/15

6/29

7/13

7/27

8/10

8/24

9/7

9/21

10/5

10/19

11/2

Data as of August 31（Study data：model(1) Tokyo, Osaka, Aichi model(2) Tel Aviv, London）
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
 The begining of the decline was two weeks earlier than expected. There is no significant difference in
the predicted rate of decrease. Threshold of decrease in human flow differs from that of Israel.
Prediction of new positive cases (1-week average) assuming same climate conditions and human flow as
the previous year. Considering impact of vaccinations in a different network.

3,000
Predicted
(average)
予測値value
(平均値)

Number of new infection cases, Osaka
2,500

Predicted
peak value
予測ピーク値

Predicted
value(最大値)
(maximum value)
予測値

予測値
(最小値)
Predicted
value (minimum value)

2,000

実際の新規陽性者数
Actual number
of new positive cases
(7-day (7日間平均値)
average)

1,500

1,000

500

0

6/1

6/15

6/29

7/13

7/27

8/10

8/24

9/7

9/21

10/5

10/19

11/2

Data as of August 31（Study data：model(1) Tokyo, Osaka, Aichi model(2) Tel Aviv, London）
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
 Under the scenario where vaccination rate is not sufficient (under the assumption of halting vaccinations July 22), the
number of infections is expected to reach about 10,000 and take more time to peakout. The difference between the real
number and the mid-August scenario can possibly be attributed to a decrease in new infections due to continued
vaccination after July 22.
New infection cases as a result of Vaccination

(All aspects except for efficacy of vaccine against population is fixed)

Prediction results where the efficacy rate of vaccination is the same as that of July 22
(0.15 against the whole population)
（Period of the research：～7/22/2021）
16,000

～7/22
Learned data

Number of new
infections, Tokyo

14,000
12,000

7/23~
Prediction

The worst
case
scenario

10,000

Decrease due
to continued
vaccination
after July 22.

8,000

The best
case
scenraio

6,000
4,000
2,000
0

6/1

6/8

6/15

6/22

6/29

7/6

7/13

7/20

7/27

8/3

8/10

8/17

8/24

8/31

9/7

9/14

9/21
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate
(University of Tokyo, Professor Nakata, Professor Fujita)
 Analysed based on the number of basic reproduction, impact of vaccination on prevention of outbreak, and scenario on vaccination rates.
 Looking at a 5-year span, the base scenario/worst-case scenario sees the number of new infections and serious infection continue to
fluctuate.
Lifting of the
state of
emergency

Tokyo

Number of new infections

Basic
reproducti
on number

Vaccination rate

Prevention of
infection

Base scenario

End of
September

5 75% of the
population

1st shot：65%
2nd shot：75%

Worstcase scenario
(Red)

Middle of
October

5 80% of population
who are above 12
years old until the
end of November

1st shot：55%
2nd shot：65%

80% of the
population until
the end of this
year
Best
case scenario
(Blue)

Note：Red・Black・Blue（Vaccination rate 75・80・85%）

End of
September

4 80% of population
who are above
12 years old
until the end
of November

1st shot：70%
2nd shot：95%

80% of
the population
until the end of
this year
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate
(University of Tokyo, Professor Nakata, Professor Fujita)
Tokyo
Number of serious cases (Tokyo)

Number of cumulative deaths

Correlation between Covid infections and the economy

Economic loss (trillion yen)

Note：Red・Black・Blue（Vaccination rate 75・80・85%）
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Impact of increasing vaccination rate
(University of Tokyo, Professor Nakata, Professor Fujita)
Number of serious cases (Tokyo)

Number of serious cases (Govt.)

Number of hospitalizations

85%
80%

Number of new deaths （average per day）

Effective reproduction number

Number of new infections（average per day）

Vaccination rate (Tokyo)

GDP

Relation between covid infections and economy

80% 75%

85%

Note：Red・Black・Blue（Vaccination rate 75・80・85%）
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Impact of booster vaccinations and use of proof of vaccination
(University of Tokyo, Professor Osawa)
 Assumptions set based on date state of emergency is lifted, timing of vaccination efficacy decrease and whether proof of
vaccination measures are implemented.
 Booster vaccinations conducted under the decision of doctors, depending on conditions including decreases in antibodies
and limiting points of access by implementing proof of vaccination measures can prevent the spread of infections.

Number of new infections
Scenario without booster shots or limiting points of access through proof of
vaccination measures

• SEIRS circuit grid model: Under the assumption that the state of emergency
is lifted at the end of September and vaccination efficacy is reduced to 64%
in 200 days.
• Booster vaccinationd should be administered according to individual
conditions, under the decision of doctors. The timing for booster
vaccinations will differ.

Scenario with booster vaccinations
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Impact of booster vaccinations and confirmation of proof of test results
(Professor Kurahashi, University of Tsukuba)
 Assumptions set based on date state of emergency is lifted, timing of vaccination efficacy decrease and whether proof of vaccination
measures are implemented.
■ Booster vaccinations and presentation of proof of test results can prevent the spread of infection despite a decrease in vaccine.

Number of new
infections, Tokyo

Scenario without booster vaccinations or limiting points of access by
presenting proof of vaccination

2,182 infections
on January 22

• The state of emergency is lifted on
October 1. Human flow at city
centers after 7pm increases by
25%.
• Symptom suppression efficacy
from vaccinations is 65% (1st
dose), 75% (2nd dose)
• Vaccinated rate for the whole
population (Under 39 years old,
40-59 years old, 65 years old and
above) : 80% (70%, 85%, 90%)
• 70% of facilities limit entry to
those who do not present proof of
vaccination, PCR/antigen negative
test results
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Impact of booster vaccination and confirmation of proof of
vaccination/negative test results (Professor Kurahashi, University of Tsukuba)
Number of new infections in Tokyo

Number of
new infections

In case entry is restricted based on proof verification

1,240 cases
on Jan 21

*dotted - Estimated number
of positive cases

*solid - Actual number of
positive cases

In case of booster inoculation as well as
restricting entry with proof verification

Number of
new infections

763 cases
on Jan 19

*dotted - Estimated number
of positive cases

*solid - Actual number of
positive cases
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Impact of booster vaccinations and confirmation of proof of
vaccination/negative test results (Professor Kurihara, Keio University)
 Scenarios set based on number of vaccinations, vaccination rate, vaccination rate by generation, and timing of the introduction of admission
restrictions for those without proof of vaccination.
 Early introduction of admission restrictions based on confirmation of proof of vaccination is necessary.
High introduction rate may effectively control the spread of infection without booster vaccinations.
If tntroduction rate is low, booster vaccinations are necessary (the timing of booster vaccination differs depending on the introduction rate).
Number of new infections in Tokyo

In case of no admission restriction by proof
or 50% admission restriction and 2 doses of vaccine

Number of
new infections

Vaccine
Vaccine
Vaccine
Vaccine
Vaccine

passport
passport
passport
passport
passport

from
from
from
from
from

Nov/
Nov/
Nov/
Jan/
Jan/

vaccination rate 70%
vaccination rate 80%
vaccination rate 90%
vaccination rate 70%
vaccination rate 80%

Vaccine passport from Jan/ vaccination rate 90%
Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 70%
Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 80%
Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 90%
Actual data

If vaccination
certifications
are
not introduced,
number of new
infections will
remain high

• The state of emergency is lifted
at the end of September (after
lifting, it is assumed that
"priority measures to prevent
the spread of disease" will
continue to be implemented for
one month).
• Simulations were conducted for
the entire country and for
Tokyo, but only the results for
Tokyo are shown.
• Entry restrictions based on
vaccination confirmation are set
according to what percentage
of unvaccinated people have
been restricted.
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Impact of booster vaccinations and confirmation of proof of
vaccination/negative test results (Professor Kurihara, Keio University)
Number of new infection cases in Tokyo

The timing of the booster vaccination (the third vaccination)
is assumed to be six months after the second dose

In case of no admission restriction by proof
or 50% admission restriction and 3 doses of vaccine
Vaccine passport from Nov/ vaccination rate 70%
Vaccine passport from Nov/ vaccination rate 80%
Vaccine passport from Nov/ vaccination rate 90%
Vaccine passport from Jan/ vaccination rate 70%
Vaccine passport from Jan/ vaccination rate 80%
Vaccine passport from Jan/ vaccination rate 90%
Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 70%

Number of
new infections

Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 80%
Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 90%
Actual data

Number of new infections
will begin
decreasing without
introduction of vaccination
certification measures if
booster vaccinations are
introduced
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Impact of booster vaccinations and confirmation of proof of
vaccination/negative test results (Professor Kurihara, Keio University)
Early introduction of admission restrictions based on confirmation of proof of vaccination is necessary, and if the
introduction rate is high, the spread of infection may be controlled without booster vaccinations.
On the other hand, if the introduction is slow, booster vaccinations will be required.
Number of new infections in Tokyo

In case of no admission restriction by proof or 80% admission restriction and 2 doses of vaccine
ワクチンパスポート11月開始_最終摂取率70%
Vaccine passport from Nov/ vaccination rate 70%
ワクチンパスポート11月開始_最終摂取率80%
Vaccine passport from Nov/ vaccination rate 80%
ワクチンパスポート11月開始_最終摂取率90%
Vaccine passport from Nov/ vaccination rate 90%

14000

Number of
serious重症者数
cases



12000

ワクチンパスポート1月開始_最終摂取率70%
Vaccine passport from Jan/ vaccination rate 70%
ワクチンパスポート1月開始_最終摂取率80%
Vaccine passport from Jan/ vaccination rate 80%
ワクチンパスポート1月開始_最終摂取率90%
Vaccine passport from Jan/ vaccination rate 90%

10000

ワクチンパスポートなし_最終摂取率70%
Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 70%

8000

Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 90%
ワクチンパスポートなし_最終摂取率90%
Actual data
現実のデータ

*Vaccine passport implemented from Nov./final vaccination
rate 70-90% (average)
No confirmation of
proof of vaccination

Without vaccine passport/ vaccination rate 80%
ワクチンパスポートなし_最終摂取率80%

confirmation of proof of
Vaccination starts from Nov.

6000

Confirmation of proof of
vaccination started from Jan

※
503月20日：50人
patients on Mar 20*

4000

※
222月20日：22人
patients on Feb 20*

2000

0

8/1

8/15

8/29

9/12

9/26

10/10

10/24

11/7

11/21

12/5

12/19

1/2

1/16

1/30

2/13

2/27

3/13

3/27
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Impact of booster vaccinations and confirmation of proof of
vaccination/negative test results (Dr. Chiba, Tokyo Foundation)
 Impact of introducing vaccine passports: if the number of non-vaccinated people going out is reduced by 50% from
the normal level, the number of infected cases will decrease even if the number of vaccinated people going out is
restored to the normal level.
Assumptions for the simulation

Number of new infections (Tokyo, ppl/day)

•

Test：Conducted on 30% of symptomatic patients
(sensitivity: 70%)

•

Efficacy of vaccine in preventing the delta strain：
Sensitivity: 15％, Severity rate：50％ (ratio of 2
vaccinations to not vaccinated）

•

Reduction of vaccine efficacy in preventing infection：
Sensitivity decreased to 40% in 6 months after the second
vaccination

•

Vaccination pace by generation：
Reflecting results for under/over 65 through Oct.

Vaccinated timing

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Attenuation of vaccine
effectiveness

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

total

15-65

1%

1%

9%

27%

21%

59%

65over

2%

35%

48%

9%

1%

95%

20% reduction in outings
30% reduction in outings
Vaccine Passport (30% reduction in outings for non-vaccinated)
Vaccine Passport (50% reduction in outings for non-vaccinated)
Vaccine Passport (90% reduction in outings for non-vaccinated)

Scenario
•
•

Decrease in outings: Regardless of vaccination status
Vaccine Passport: Only non-vaccinated cut back on outings,
vaccinated persons do not limit going out at all

Assume implementation of countermeasures from Day 0 (800 new positive people/day in
Tokyo).
In each scenario of the introduction of vaccine passports, it is assumed that outings of
vaccinated persons will return to normal.
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Impact of booster vaccinations and confirmation of proof of vaccination/negative
test results (Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
 Forecast using data (weather, human flow, etc.) from August 1, 2020 - August 29, 2021. Vaccine effect is reflected.
 After mid-October, the number of new infections and the number of serious cases have flattened; peaks may be seen in early January (after
New Year's) and March (graduation season); the third vaccine may be more effective if it is started before the end of the year (models need to
be carefully examined).
• In addition to meteorological information (minimum/maximum temperature and average humidity), human flow
data, weekdays/holidays, whether a state of emergency has been declared, and the number of new infections to
date for the period from August 1, 2020, to August 29, 2021, the labels of the mutant strains (0: standard, 1: alpha,
2: delta) were fed into the AI algorithm (target cities: Tokyo, Osaka, Aichi)
Tokyo
• For vaccine effectiveness, the AI has learned data from Tel Aviv, London, NY, and Brussels

Projected number of new positive cases and serious cases
when the state of emergency is lifted in late September
Number of
new infections

end Sep
State
lifted

mid Mar

Projected number of new infections according to the presence or absence of
a third vaccination when the declaration is lifted at the end of September
In case of no third vaccination
Number of
new infections

Third round of vaccinations to begin in early Dec

Vaccine effectiveness x
Vaccinated population ratio

Vaccine effectiveness x
Vaccinated population ratio

Number of
serious cases
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Survey Model by Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology

Prediction System Based on Deep Learning
Feature: Direct prediction of the number of new infections/serious cases
per day (weekly average) up to one month in advance, taking into account
human flow and seasonality based on the LSTM model
Input data
・Human flow
・Highest temperature
・Lowest temperature
・Weekday/holiday
・Presence/absence
of a state of emergency
・Vaccinated ratio

Output data
・Number of new infections
・Number of serious patients
・Number of recuperators

LSTM(Long Short-Term Memory) model:
Regression neural network with strength in handling time series
data

In this system, the apparent number of data can be increased by standardizing the
data rather than by prefecture.
Estimation based on nonlinear regression (virtually infinite number of parameters)
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Impact of using proof of vaccination
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
 According to a case study in the UK (London), the use of vaccination certification may lead to
qualitative changes in human flow.
25000

Actual value
analysis（UK)

20000

May 17
Introduction of
vaccine passports
(for travel)

Number of
新規感染者数
new infection cases

15000

Jul 19
Expanded use of
Vaccine Passports
(Bars, etc.)

10000
5000
0
2020/3/10

2020/6/18

2020/9/26

2

●

1.8

●
●

1.6
Effective
実効再生産数
Reproduction
Number

Correlation was
seen between human
flow and effective
reproduction number

2021/1/4

●

1.4
1.2

2021/4/14

20/11-12
Nov-Dec 2020
Before VP (May 16)
5/17 - 7/18
7/19Linear（Nov-Dec 2020)
Linear（before VP）
May 17-Jul 18
Jul 19-

1
0.8
0.6

-80

-60

-40

Human
flow at stations
駅における人流

After the introduction of
vaccine passports to bars,
etc.
-20

2021/7/23

*For human flow, average of
6 to 13 days prior is used

Widespread introduction of
vaccine passports may reduce
the number of
reproductions without reducing
human flow

0
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Impact of using proof of vaccination
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
According to a case study in Singapore, the introduction of vaccine passports may not
affect the relation between human flow and effective number of reproduction.
Actual value
analysis
(Singapore)

Analysis of the effects of introducing various regulations (vaccine passport) in
Singapore from Aug 10.
*Relationship between human flow and effective reproduction before/after the regulations

Number of
new infection cases

Human flow at stations

Effective Number of reproduction



Human flow at stations
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Necessary amount for Antibody Cocktails
(Professor Kurihara at Keio University)
 Simulation with 2 vaccination shots, utilization of inoculation certification (with selfrestrained behavior) and antibody cocktail administration (from January)
Tokyo

700
600

The number of serious cases and necessary amount for antibody cocktail

There is a high possibility that the
simulation has calculated the actual
number serious cases.

The number of those
重症者数
in severe condition

Reported number of serious cases

400

700,000

Accumulated antibody cocktail (self-restrain 20％)

500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000

100
0
2021/8/1

800,000

600,000

If antibody cocktail + medication are
actively introduced from December, it will
effectively prevent the further spread of
infections in December.

200

900,000

Accumulated antibody cocktail (self-restrain 0％)

Accumulated antibody cocktail (self-restrain 30％)

300

1,000,000

Antibody cocktail
抗体カクテル(累積)
(accumulated)

500

If vaccination policy is
loose, infections will
Those in severe condition (self-restrain 0％)
spread even if high
volumes of antibody
Those in severe condition (self-restrain 20％)
cocktail + medication is
Those in severe condition (self-restrain 30％) used.

100,000
2021/9/1

2021/10/1

2021/11/1

2021/12/1

2022/1/1

2022/2/1

If vaccine passport policy is tight, appropriate
antibody cocktail + appropriate amount of
medication can supress the spread of infection

0
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Differences according to the timing of the circuit breaker
(Professor Unemi, Soka University)
 Analysis based on different scenarios according to vaccination rate, the timimg to lift behavioral restriction
 If the inocculation rate hits 80% or higher and behavioral restriction that could be weak continues, major re-spread is
unlikely to take place. Since it is suggested that the number of infected people will stay high, it is necessary to
consider booster inoculation, inoculation certificate/inoculation certificate, corona negative check etc. In order to abolish
behavioral restriction, inoculation rate needs to be 85%.
If behavioral restrictions are abolished
when vaccination inoculation hits 80%, an
Percentage of new infections in Tokyo
infectious event as severe as the fifth
wave will take place.
Scenario: if restrictions are abolished in November
• The number of agents is 1 million. 12
steps/day. Every parameter is tested
64 times and four examples closest to
real data are selected. The following
simulations were performed 64 times,
consisting of sets of 16 runs, whereby
calculating the mean and standard
deviation.
• It is supposed that the preventive
effect of vaccination decreases linearly
from the 114th day after the second
vaccination and disappears on the
214th day.
• It is assumed that there will be an
increase in contact opportunities
equivalent the end of the year.
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Differences according to the timing of the circuit breaker
(Professor Unemi, Soka University)

Percentage of new infections in Tokyo
If restrictions are abolished in February

If restrictions are maintained until after
February
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Prediction of future infections
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
Scenario
Vaccination

• Rate of second inoculation: 80％
• Third inoculation start: early December (12/1)
• Number of vaccinations per day: 1/3 (25,000) of the
peak (from healthcare professionals, etc.)
20
0

Human Flow / Congestion

• Referring to human flow from last year
(dashed line), calculated upon assumption that
flow will return to pre-COVID levels by the end
of March
• Assumed that infection controls are
implemented.

Tokyo - People at transit stations

Assumed human flow

-20
-40
-60
-80
2010/1
0

Last fiscal year
10/15

10/29

11/12

11/26

Osaka - People at transit stations

12/10

12/24

1/7

1/21

2/4

2/18

3/4

3/18

2/18

3/4

3/18

Assumed human flow

-20
-40
-60
-80
10/1

Last fiscal year
10/15

10/29

11/12

11/26

12/10

12/24

1/7

1/21

2/4

（Last fiscal year, a state of emergency was declared between Jan 7 and March 21 in Tokyo and Jan 13 and Feb 28 in Osaka.）
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Prediction of future infections
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
1,000

Number of new infections in Tokyo

800
600
400
200
0
100

10/7

10/21

11/4

11/18

12/2

12/16

12/30

1/13

1/27

2/10

2/24

3/10

3/24

3/10

3/24

Number of serious cases in Tokyo

80
60
40
20
0

10/7

10/21

11/4

11/18

12/2

12/16

12/30

1/13

1/27

2/10

2/24
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Prediction of future infections
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
400

Number of new infections in Osaka

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
200

Number of serious cases in Osaka

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

10/7

10/21

11/4

11/18

12/2

12/16

12/30

1/13

1/27

2/10

2/24

3/10

3/24
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Prediction of future infections
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)

Effective rate of infection
prevention measures

60%

Tokyo - Effective rate of infection prevention measures

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

5/1

5/31 6/30 7/30 8/29 9/28 10/28 11/27 12/27 1/26 2/25 3/27

Effective rate of infection
prevention
measures
感染予防効果有効率

 Both Tokyo and Osaka had a relatively smaller peak in mid-January（Infection controls continued）
• Decrease in the effective rate of vaccine infection prevention measures per population
• Effects of year-end behaviors
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

2,000

Japan▲

Threshold depends on definition of “new normal” standards and
on infection controls.

Israel▶

Dashed blue line: Conventional strains cannot be compared in
general, but vaccinating 20% of the population (10% of
the elderly) will begin decreasing infection rates.
Dashed green line: Delta strains have an effective rate per
population of about 30%

Israel - Effective rate of infection prevention
measures

1/1

1/31

3/2

4/1

5/1

5/31 6/30 7/30 8/29 9/28

Israel – Number of new infections

1,500
1,000
500
0

1/1

1/31

3/2

4/1

5/1

5/31 6/30 7/30 8/29 9/28
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【Reference】 Prediction of future infections
(Professor Hirata, Nagoya Institute of Technology)
 The efficacy rate of vaccine prevention effects on populations has reached 0.25 to 0.3 during August 2 –
18 (Tokyo), July 31 - August 22 (Osaka), August 8 – August 24 (Aichi)

Human flow correction (-25%)
effective
reproductive number
人流補正（-25%)実効再生産数

1.4
1.2

1
0.8
0.6
Osaka

0.4

Tokyo

0.2
0

Aichi
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

人口レベルでの感染予防効果有効率
Effective
rate of infection
prevention measures at the
population level

The inoculation rate of the active generation is about 0.10.15 (taking into account the incubation period)

Effective rate of preventive effects
Inoculation rate of
per population
active
generation
人口あたりの予防効果有効率
現役世代の接種率

＊Except for the effective reproductive number during the long vacation
0.5

July 23（reference）: Inoculations for those 59
and under began

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

東京
Tokyo

大阪
Osaka

0.1
0

愛知
Aichi

1/1

2/20

4/11

5/31

7/20

9/8

10/28
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Ⅲ Conclusion
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Conclusion
1. Although the simulations are estimates based on certain assumptions and hypotheses, various
conclusions can be reached and valuable implications can be provided.
2. Implications from infection control research
① Dining with people you don't usually meet and in large groups is risky.
② Appropriate use of masks is important.
③ Indoor air flow and ventilation are necessary.
④ Practical application of new technologies, such as inactivation of viruses by ultraviolet rays, is also important.
3. Implications from the simulations
① Vaccination rate should reach at least 85% of the total population.
② Appropriate introduction of measures requiring proof of vaccination/negative test confirmations is desirable.
③ Timely implementation of booster vaccinations is necessary.
④ Expansion of the medical system, early detection of infected patients, and establishment of a testing and
treatment pipeline, including early intervention with antibody cocktails and oral medication, are essential.
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